
YOUR BUSINESS



OUR OBJECTIVE

YOU WILL LEARN: How to choose the right model 
for your business and price your products or 
services 



LESSON 1 OVERVIEW  

• The 3 Revenue Multipliers 

• The pros + cons of the 3 primary 
business models for service 
providers, consultants and 
coaches 

• How to create valuable offerings 
and select the right pricing  

• When to offer free work or 
barter



B.A.B.E. Framework 

•BUSINESS 
•AUDIENCE 
•BRAND 
•EVERYTHING DIGITAL 

•WEBSITE 
•EMAIL 
•BLOGGING/CONTENT 
•SOCIAL



1. BUSINESS 

• Your business model 
• Your pricing and profitability  
• How you structure your service offerings 
• Building a premium offering 

Which business model best fits your business 
and how should you price your products or 
services?



2. AUDIENCE 

• Finding your niche 
• Ideal customer profiles 
• Your customer scale 

Who is your ideal customer you serve, what 
do they need from you and why should they 
buy from you? 



3. BRAND 

What a brand is and how to create it 
Positioning + Message clarity 
Brand authority bio 
Brag bank 
How to create a premium offering 
Communicating features vs. benefits (Serving not selling)  

How do you build authority and clarity for your 
business so that your ideal customer is excited to 
give you their money? 



4. EVERYTHING DIGITAL 

W - Website 
E - Email Lists 
B - Blogging  
S - Social + Sales



Having the right business model is a game changer 



3 WAYS TO EARN MORE 

1. Multiply the number of clients you work with  



2. Increase your average order value 



3. Encourage repeat business 



DETERMINING PRICE

Service Business 

Products Business 

A combination of both! 



1-on-1 Business Models 

Focus on this. Here’s why: 

• Information product or group product, requires 
spending large amount of time and money creating 

• Easier to sell 1-1 than group programs or information 
products 

SERVICE BUSINESS 



1-on-1 Business Models 

• A typical conversion rate for 1:1 sales conversations: 1 in 5 

• A typical conversion rate for selling group programs or 
information products over email: 1 in 200 



Hourly Business Model 
PROS 

• The hourly model can be beneficial when it’s not clear how 

long the project will take.  

• You know that you will get paid for all the time you spend 
working.  



Hourly Business Model 
CONS 

• It’s easier for clients to compare service providers by 
their rates. 

• The client doesn’t know how long the project will take, 
so they don’t know (and you don’t know) how much 
you’ll be paid.  

• Recognize that when you charge by the hour, you are 
selling effort not results.  

• Hourly billing is the fastest way to turn your service 
into a commodity.  



Day Rates and Week Rates 

• A variation of hourly would be to offer special rates for a set 
period of time.  

• For example: a 1/2 day rate, a day rate, a week rate 



Project Rates 
PROS 

• Charging for the end result that you’re providing for the 

client, versus for your time 

• You and the client are on the same page in terms of the 
deliverable and cost.  



Project Rates 
CONS 

• It can be difficult to set a project rate if you don’t know how 

long it will take you. 

• It can also be challenging if there are not clear guidelines, 
and people want you to do additional work outside the 
scope of the project 



Retainer Model 
PROS 

• Clients are committed to working with you in an ongoing way 
over several months, which gets them better results. 

• This also gives your business consistent monthly revenue.  



Retainer Model 
CONS 

• This model can be problematic if you don’t have clear 
guidelines about the number of hours or the structure 

• When you’re charging a high rate for a retainer, people 

expect certain results. If you can’t deliver, client mights 
resent paying retainer.  



Choosing the Right Business Model 

• What is the industry standard? 

• What kind of work will you need to do to get clients 
results?  

• Once you decide on a business model, you can start 
creating packages



Consider these two different pricing approaches: 

1.State that the article will cost $150 to produce 
2.State that the article will take you around an hour to 

produce, and will cost $150 

The client would happily accept option 1.  
He would almost definitely balk at option 2.



Value-Based Pricing

Pricing your service based on the value of the solution/
outcome/transformation you provide. What’s it worth to 
the client?  

What does value-based pricing look like? It’s a single fee, 
for all services.  

Here’s an example: 

Marketing Campaign and Implementation – $2,000/mo 
Delivery of service #1 
Delivery of service #2 
etc. 
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SOLUTION 

ACCESS

VALUE

Create a sense of familiarity and trust long before 
a purchase is even made.

EDUCATION

Price isn't just a number, it's a strong connotation of brand and value. 
Before lowering your price, consider how you can increase the value.

What can a brand give me at this precise moment that I want or need?  
Questions to ask: How available is your team to customers? How receptive 
are you to customer feedback? How good is your support? 

Customers don't care about product features or usability if a product fails to solve 
their problem. It's not about the features you want your product to have, it's 
about the problems that customers need to solve. Solve their problem better 
than anyone else and you'll end up with a product your customers can't live 
without.



Creating a package 

• Business: Career Coach 

• Target Market: Women in 
their late 20s and early 30s 
who are miserable in their 
current job and want to find 
a new career



Creating a package 
What wake-up-in-the-morning problem am I solving? 

• “I don’t want to go to work 
today.” 

• “Ugh, another day at this 
horrible 9-5.” 

• “I wish I could find work that 
really made me happy.” 

• “Is it even possible to make 
money doing something I 
love?”



Creating a package 
What wake-up-in-the-morning problem am I solving? 

• What do I need to provide in 
this package to help them 
get the results they are 
seeking? 

• How can I make this a 
premium experience for 
them?



Creating a package 
What wake-up-in-the-morning problem am I solving? 

• What do I need to provide in 
this package to help them 
get the results they are 
seeking? 

• How can I make this a 
premium experience for 
them?



Creating a package 
What wake-up-in-the-morning problem am I solving? 

• Online strengths assessment 
• Detailed questionnaire 
• (1) 2-hour initial coaching session 
• (3) 1-hour coaching calls per month 
• (2) 15-minute as-needed calls 
• Individualized assignments 
• Unlimited email access



How to Choose Your Pricing 

• What is the industry standard? 

• Do you have a brand that people 
already know, like and trust? 

• What’s your skill level? If the price is 
high, expectations will be high.  

• What are your goals right now? 



What’s Your Price?

Your “happy price”  = 

the minimum amount you could charge that would make 
you genuinely happy to do the work. 
 
A price that will help you take on a client, do the work, yet 
its not an over-inflated price either. 



• Effective pricing factors in both the COST of doing business 
and the VALUE your product provides to the market

What’s Your Price?



Knowing your revenue goal

For example: 

Yearly revenue goal: $60,000 

Monthly revenue needed: $5,000  

10 clients at $500/month



Create multiple offerings

Option 1: 90-minute clarity session 

Option 2: 1-Day private retreat 

Option 3: 4-Month program 



Free Work

When you do free work, it removes the barriers of getting 
people to work with you  

Help people in a way that is manageable.  
Have clear guidelines for what you are 
delivering and how long.  



What’s Your Price? 
SERVICE BUSINESS

COST PLUS PRICING  
This standard method of pricing in business seeks to first 
determine the cost of making a product or, in this case, 
providing a service, and then add an additional amount to 
represent the desired profit. 



What’s Your Price? 
SERVICE BUSINESS

HOURLY RATE     x     # OF HOURS = LABOR 
This is only what you will get paid to do the work

PROFIT = Money that enables you to grow + reach goals 
This is over and above what you pay yourself 
 (or someone else) to do the work

OVERHEAD = Fixed costs of doing business 

Electricity, rent, internet/website fees, advertising, etc. 

MATERIALS = Materials costs to provide your service 

Paper towels for cleaning business, etc. 



What’s Your Price? 
SERVICE BUSINESS

$45/hour   x   10 HOURS =    $450   

20% of $500 = $100                                    

OVERHEAD 
proportionate to labor

     LABOR COST 

20%  PROFIT MARGIN 

$5/hour   x   10 HOURS =    $50  

TOTAL HOURLY COST= $50/HOUR 

MATERIALS COST $10 
Printing cost for proposal, gas to and from 



The Formula

What’s Your Price? 
PRODUCTS BUSINESS

MATERIALS + LABOR + 
OVERHEAD + PROFIT  = 

WHOLESALE PRICE

(MATERIALS + LABOR + 
OVERHEAD + PROFIT ) X 2 = 

RETAIL PRICE



Creating Service Options

What’s Your Price? 

“Charm of Three”  
Start with 3 packages/service options for clients to  

engage with you 

Make your signature offering the most easy to say 
“YES” to with price and value.  



You are Packaging an OUTCOME 

What is the outcome you are selling here?  

An hourly rate for as-needed consulting of $75/hour 

$500 one-time Audit & Recommendations 
A one-time package where you perform services X, Y & Z for their 
company with a fixed end point and scope of work.  

$2000/month Consulting Retainer 
A retainer package where you perform services x, y, z monthly for 
their company and are available for 1 meeting/month or x # of hours 
of support.  

Hourly Rate 

Signature 
 Offering 

Premium  
Offering 



You are Packaging an OUTCOME 

What is the outcome you are selling here?  

An hourly rate for as-needed consulting of $75/hour 

$500 one-time Audit & Recommendations 
A one-time package where you perform services X, Y & Z for their 
company with a fixed end point and scope of work.  

$2000/month Consulting Retainer 
A retainer package where you perform services x, y, z monthly for 
their company and are available for 1 meeting/month or x # of hours 
of support.  

Hourly Rate 

Signature 
 Offering 

Premium  
Offering 

THE OUTCOME: WORK DONE QUICKLY AND AFFORDABLY 
 

THE OUTCOME: PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE APPLIED 
TO YOUR BUSINESS. EXCELLENT VALUE.  

SOLVES THE PROBLEM, LEAVES SOMETHING ON THE 
TABLE TO BE DONE/EXECUTED BY OTHERS

THE OUTCOME: HOLISTIC APPROACH TO SOLVING THIS 
PROBLEM FOR YOU, AS WELL AS THE OTHER 10 YOU 

DON’T SEE COMING. YOU DON’T HAVE TO THINK 
ABOUT IT. COMPLETE, DONE-FOR-YOU SERVICE. VIP 

LEVEL, FULL ACCESS PASS. 



When providing a service it’s essential that you 
are able to both demonstrate the tangible 
deliverables that are coming down the path 
and orient the client as to where they have 
been, are now and are going in the process.



Packaging your Services = Turning them 
into a product

SELLING A PACKAGE = SELLING A RESULT 
It no longer matters how long it takes you to get a result, the evaluation is based on 
the elements of the package and the total perceived value. 

COST BECOMES A SECONDARY CONSIDERATION 
A sale of a seemingly intangible thing comes down to “here’s what I’m going to do, 
here’s what you’re going to do, here are the results we can expect and, by the way, 
here’s what it costs.” That’s the value of a highly developed and fully packaged 
service. 

ELIMINATE COMPARISON & OWN THE GAME 
When you own the package and the package is completely aligned with a point 
of view, methodology, process and tool set you effectively eliminate comparison 
and ultimately stand the chance to own the game. 



Benefits are the outcomes or results that users will 
(hopefully) experience by using your product or service – 
the very reason why a prospective customer becomes an 
actual customer. 
ie- I make you look good online, attract your target audience 
and help you achieve your goals while money flows into your 
hands with ease 

FEATURE

BENEFIT

A feature is something that your product has or is.  
ie- I send your emails, design your website, market your 
company 



HOMEWORK

1. Create 3 Ways for Customers to work with 
you

They can include an hourly rate, service package, signature or 
premium offerings

2. Attach an OUTCOME to each service

What outcome does this service provide to the buyer? 

They can include an hourly rate, service package, signature or 
premium offerings



HOMEWORK

3. Outline what each offering/service includes
Each offering should have 3 features that result in at least 3 
benefits

4. Share in the FB group 

When you’re done, share #MyOfferingIs… with a list of the 
products, services or packages you’ve come up with! 


